MURRIETA, CA — Murrieta
firefighters helped extinguish a
house fire and save the life of
one of its furry occupants on
Friday night.

Image by Joe Fanaselle

The fire broke out around 7:30
p.m. in the 29000 block of Eagle
Drive, near Winchester and
Hunter roads, according to
Murrieta Fire & Rescue.

Both the Murrieta Fire Department and the Riverside County Fire
Department responded to the scene.
Arriving units found flames coming from the garage of a two-story home,
official on scene said. However, by around 8:10 p.m., they contained the fire
to the garage and prevented it from spreading.
As firefighters were checking the home, which had filled with smoke, they
found an unresponsive cat. They brought the limp animal outside into the
fresh air and used a special oxygen mask to help revive the black feline.
When it was alert and breathing on its own, firefighters turned it back to
the waiting homeowners, who were not home when the blaze broke out.
The life-saving oxygen masks had been donated to the local fire department
back in 2012 by California Veterinary Specialists and have been utilized
several times since. (Story HERE) By Renee Schiavone, Dec 22, 201
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FF/PM Trent Moore cuts the door to gain entry on a small commercial structure fire.
Murrieta Fire & Rescue ● 41825 Juniper Street, Murrieta, CA 92562 ● www.MurrietaCA.gov ● 951.304. (FIRE) 3473

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
CPR-First Aid Class – Station #4
City Council Goals Retreat
City council Meeting
CERT – Station #1

Jan 5
Jan 11
Jan 15
Feb 3

“Oscar Wilde once said ‘be yourself, because everyone else is taken.”
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Public Safety Drones

5 tips to stay up-to-date with the latest and greatest in EMS

The Maltese Cross • by Editor • October 1, 2018

EMS1.com • December 19, 2018 • by Greg Friese, Editor-in-Chief

Drones that can reach tight and difficult spots bring search
and rescue to new heights

I do my best to stay on top of trends and innovation in EMS; it is
part of my job after all. The 2014 wave of Narcan for everyone
and increasing inclusion of TXA in treatment protocols for
severe hemorrhage did not sneak up on me. Following the
news, inside EMS and in the broader world of healthcare, had
me ready for the rapid expansion of public access epinephrine
for anaphylactic reactions and the search for EpiPen
alternatives.

A tethered drone that extinguishes fires in high, hard to
reach spaces is being tested and seeking investors for
commercial distribution. The drone, built by Aerone in Latvia,
is fitted with a fire hose and has the ability to reach up to 984
feet. It can reach places where height and heat create a
challenge and can also be used for other public safety tasks,
as it can carry up to 440 pounds.
The manufacturer is also using this high-powered drone, also
known as unmanned aircraft system, for cleaning and deicing equipment. It’s one of the newest types of drones
offering many advantages for fire and rescue and other
public service agencies. The Federal Aviation Authority, or
FAA, recently selected 10 test cities for its Unmanned Aerial
System Integration Pilot Program, which will allow local
government agencies and private partners to test new civic
uses.

This news (prehospital administration of P2Y12 inhibitor by a
N.J. MICU) caught me off guard. I immediately went to Google
to research the what, how, and why of the P2Y12 inhibitor
(unfortunately it is not a droid for moisture farmers) and
First Responder Information HERE
reached out to members of the EMS1 editorial advisory board
for their insights.

In May, the U.S. Geological Survey used a drone near the
K’lauea volcano in Hawaii to direct emergency responders to
a resident endangered by hot lava flow…
MORE

Credit goes to the Hunterdon Medical Center's Mobile Intensive
Care Unit for identifying an opportunity to improve STEMI
patient care, presenting their case to the N.J. Department of
Health Mobile Intensive Care Unit Medical Advisory Council
(MAC), and standing up to the protocol revision. We will watch
for news of improved patient outcomes, as well as the adoption
of this drug by other prehospital care agencies.
MORE

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

5 Ways to Talk About Mental Health in the Firehouse
IAFF • by IAFF Staff • January 29, 2018

As a firefighter or paramedic, the pressures of the job and
the constant exposure to trauma can slowly corrode your
mental health and that of your entire crew. Many of the
problems within the firehouse, such as a negative attitude or
showing up late for a shift, can stem from internal struggles
hidden inside. These issues need to be discussed, but
addressing them with your team can be a challenge in itself.
It’s difficult to know how to start a conversation about
mental health in the firehouse, especially when the
underlying issue is not something you are comfortable
addressing. But there are ways you can be more honest and
mindful with crew members to get the ball rolling. Clear
communication can help greatly in these situations.
Talk openly about how a difficult call made you feel.
Speaking up first is no easy feat, but it’s one of the most
effective ways to start a firehouse-wide conversation around
mental health. On the ride back to the station, don’t be
afraid to talk about your reaction to what you witnessed as it
can encourage others…
MORE

California's largest utility provider could face murder
charges for wildfires, AG says
CNN • by Dakin Andone and Marlena Baldacci • December 30, 2018

(CNN) — California's largest public utility provider could face
murder or manslaughter charges if it were found responsible for
causing the state's recent deadly wildfires, according to court
documents filed by the state attorney general.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., or PG&E, could potentially face a
range of criminal offenses if any of the wildfires broke out as a
result of the utility failing to properly operate and maintain
power lines, per an amicus brief filed in US District Court Friday
by California Attorney General Xavier Becerra.
PG&E, which provides electricity to about 16 million
Californians, has been under scrutiny for how it maintains its
infrastructure amid questions about what caused the Camp Fire
-- the deadliest and most destructive wildfire in the state's
history.
According to the brief, potential charges range from minor
misdemeanors related to clearing vegetation around power
lines, to misdemeanors or felonies if it started the fire, up to
"homicide offenses like implied-malice murder…
MORE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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For those kids who want to grow up to be firefighters, this is what makes their math classes so important.

Every Pump Operator's Basic Equation
By Paul Spurgeon – October 1, 2012
The equation EP = NP + FL + APP + ELEV is the basic equation
every pump operator needs to calculate when operating the
fire pump. Today, many pump panels have flow meters that
allow the pump operator to match the readout on the pump
panel with the gallon-per-minute (gpm) flow of the selected
nozzle. This is a disservice to the integrity of the pump
Angeles Magazine
– By Zoie
Matthew
operator. Los
A knowledgeable
operator
needs
to understand how
a proper fire stream is developed and how each part is
applied. Only with this knowledge
can the pump operator go
from being a knob puller
March
who
5, 2018
sets predetermined figures on a
gauge, to an efficient engineer capable of filling the hoselines
with the proper amount of water not only to extinguish fires
but also to keep crews safe on the fireground.
Each figure can be calculated using simple math. How the
concepts are developed is explained below. The engine
pressure is calculated by plugging numbers into each figure
and adding or subtracting them.







EP = Engine Pressure
NP = Nozzle Pressure
FL = Friction Loss
Elev = Elevation Loss or Gain

App = Appliance Friction Loss

Some figures may be used more than once; others may not be
used at all. If more than one size of hose is used, you will have
to figure friction loss for each size. This also applies if multiple
appliances are used or if hoselines are laid both up and down a
hill. The pump operator needs to account for each of these
figures each time a hoseline is pulled from the apparatus.
NOZZLE PRESSURE
To be called a fire stream, a hoseline needs to have a nozzle
attached to its end. This nozzle gives the stream its shape,
reach, and velocity. By definition, a fire stream is a stream of
water after it leaves the nozzle until it reaches its final
destination, which is usually the seat of the fire. As the
streams are being produced, they are affected by the
discharge pressure, nozzle design, and nozzle setting. A
discharge pressure that is too strong, not only will be very hard
to handle, but will also break up into smaller droplets, which
aren't as effective in extinguishing the fire. A discharge that is
too weak may not be delivering enough gpm to overcome the
British thermal units (Btus) being produced by the fire. An
adequate stream also needs to have the reach to be able to hit
the seat of the fire.
After the water leaves the nozzle, the stream is also affected
by nature in the forms of gravity and wind. The stream needs
to be strong enough to overcome these factors.
Story HERE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Emergency call box

T2R: In service
E2: OOS – Body repair

Station 2: Emergency call box

E3: In service
E3R: In service

Station 3: Transfer switch repair; emergency call box

E4: In service

Station 4: PPE extractor/dryer install

E4R: In service
E5: OOS – Leaf springs; AC
B2: In service

Station 5: Emergency call box; AC repair

B3: OOS - Headsets
B5: In service

California Wildfire
Updates HERE

OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service
A&L: In service, pending training

Predictive Services Website HERE
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Honoring the Man: 13-year anniversary of the passing of former Murrieta Fire Chief Phil Armentrout
A reflection by former Interim Fire Chief Pat Jennings
I met Phil Armentrout when he popped into the training room where I had just completed a class in preparation for the
upcoming implementation of our Para Medic Program, he always had a way of entering a room; you always knew he
had arrived. We talked about the Department, where we had been and where I thought we were heading, all the
things a potential Chief candidate would like to know, I liked his ideas and style and was pleased when it was
announced he would be our next Fire Chief.
Chief Armentrout came to us from the Chino Fire Protection District where he had served his entire career. Chief
Armentrout would be the Murrieta Fire Department’s 5th Fire Chief and the first Chief that had not came up through
the ranks at Murrieta.
Right away he recognized the needs of the Department and was quick to recognize the history and the commitment
that the Department had in the community, plans came fast after that. Within the next 2 or 3 years, we had
accomplished much; a complete apparatus replacement program was started, temporary Station 4 was built with
staffing hired and trained, plans for permanent Station 4 were underway, the Admin office addition was planned and
bid and long-term plans were developed just to name a few of the larger projects during his administration.
What I liked about Chief Armentrout was his ability to listen and if he did not like what he was hearing, you got his
standard answer "What, are you smoking dope!" so you got a real clear idea you probably may as well go back to the
drawing board.
Chief Armentrout was liked by all, politically astute he sold the fire service in general and his Department in particular
to anyone he could find, elected officials, City staff, other fire chiefs, citizens and members of his Department all fell
under his spell. With his guitar in hand, singing his favorite song by George Strait "they call me the fireman" he played
at the annual BBQ and for the Murrieta Garden Club to name a few.
He was up front from the day he walked into the door about his cancer, he knew it would come back and what that
would mean to him, he never complained or bemoaned the fact he had cancer and he never seemed to have a down
day or let it affect his job. Instead he supported the local Relay for Life and talked to many people suffering from
cancer. One day he called me into his office, he said he was trying to think up a unique way to raise money for the
American Cancer Society. Knowing his love for the outdoors and shooting, I suggested that we have a trap shoot and
sign up teams like they do in golf. He loved the idea and soon we had our first trap shoot for charity. Little did we know
that when the time came for the second trap shoot, it would be renamed the Phil Armentrout Memorial Trap Shoot for
Charity. The event ran about 10 years and was lapsed when the local trap ranger was closed. Many thousands of
dollars we donated were to the American Cancer Society thru this event.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

> After the first trap shoot his condition worsened, he had a lung removed and when he returned to work he told me
that if his cancer returned it would be either in his other lung or in his brain. The surgery slowed him down a little but
he continued his work with a passion. During that last year I drove him once or twice a week up to the City of Hope for
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Photo Journal – Joe Fanaselle

Chiefs hid around the corner until it was
determined that they would not mess things up…

Murrieta Fire & Rescue and the Murrieta
Police Department responded to a traffic
collision/ sheared fire hydrant. The
incident was first reported at about
11:40 am along Jackson Avenue, just
north of California Oaks Road. An officer
with the Murrieta Police Department
quickly arrived and determined that the
driver was suffering from a medical
emergency, and was still located in the
truck. Firefighters had to contend with a
geyser of water over 100 feet tall that
was landing directly on them as they
worked to remove the driver from the
truck and move him to a nearby
ambulance. Once the driver was safely
removed and being treated by
paramedics, firefighters turned their
attention to shutting down the water.
Comments and photos by Joe Fanaselle
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